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Meeting with Caroline Gichard 

You don’t meet many people who have to win a National Award every year just to keep their job… 

…but Caroline Gichard does. To keep her job as a national hairdressing judge Caroline has to 
continuously win awards to prove she is the best in the business herself. She is also the new principal 
at ‘RM Hair on the Lane’ – a salon in that little walkway from Emerson Street that opens into the lower 
Dickens Street Car Park.  

When Raymond Michael was thinking of moving away from the business it was Caroline he turned to. 
Whilst they had been friends forever it was also Raymond’s desire to put his business in the hands of 
the very best. No one can deny Caroline is certainly that. 

Being a top national judge also means Caroline can keep her salon at the very forefront of styles, 
trends and techniques. “Influences come from many places these days” says Caroline. “What we see 
on the catwalks today will be coming out of the salon in 6 months’ time. We have to know how to cut 
and style that trend and how to colour it as well. That takes constant training and updating”.  

“It’s just as they say in ‘The Devil Wears Prada’” she says. “You just have a look in the magazines for 
this month and you can predict what the girls and young women will want to do with their hair in the 
coming months. That is how hair fashion works.” 

Caroline knows a thing or two about international trends. She has trained and worked in New York, 
London, Cannes, Dusseldorf and Hagen in Germany. Caroline also specialises in Napier’s very own 
Art Deco styles and she has a particular fondness for wedding hair. “Making a bride look spectacular 
on her most special day is one of the great delights of the salon business” she says. 

“Who have been the biggest style icons during your career?” I ask her. “That’s easy” she says. “The 
biggest was the ‘hair behind the ears’ style that Princess Diana wore for a while - and the other was 
the Jennifer Aniston look from her days in ‘Friends’.  

“What about the classics – what never goes out of style?” I ask. “Mary Quant’s ‘bob’”, she instantly 
replies. As we are talking she points out a customer getting the 2017 version right there and then. “It 
will never go out of fashion” she says “because it looks good on nearly everyone. Last year’s slightly 
longer version was called The Lob””. 

“And the men, what is going on in men’s hair fashion these days?” I ask 

“It is the same as for the women” William, the men’s stylist, tells me. “The look a lot of men are 
sporting at the moment is just a derivative of the James Dean look of the 1950s. The only difference is 
the seamless shave on both sides of the head.  And the hipster look that is popular at the moment – 
that actually dates from the 1930s” he says.  

I’m finding this hair business is full of surprises! When I told my wife about meeting Caroline and 
William - and what they knew about hair - she said to me “You need to make an appointment. I want 
to see what they can do for you!” So I guess I will see you again soon guys… 


